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Abstract
Gels are weak, solid-like structures that arise when colloidal particles aggregate to form
a network of particle clusters. A variety of colloidal systems that are important
scientifically as well as in industrial applications are capable of gel formation, e.g.
globular protein solutions, colloid-polymer mixtures, and metal oxides. Yet, the
mechanisms of the gelation process are far from understood, and the investigation of the
aggregation and gelation of colloidal dispersions is, therefore, of great importance.
Especially, the size distribution and structure of the aggregates are known to affect the
gelation, and the main focus of this thesis is to improve our understanding of the initial
aggregate formation in concentrated silica dispersions.
The electrospray-scanning mobility particle sizer (ES-SMPS) technique has previously
been demonstrated to be a valuable method for size distribution analysis of pure colloidal
dispersions. Here, the ES-SMPS method was used to monitor the size distribution
variation during electrolyte induced slow aggregation of concentrated silica dispersions.
Number size distributions provide information about the primary particles as well as the
formed aggregates. The influence of the ion specificity, as well as three initial particle
morphologies, on the aggregation behaviour was investigated. Moreover, the aggregate
diameters obtained by the ES-SMPS method were compared to the those obtained by
other techniques such as scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and in situ small angle Xray scattering (SAXS).
The initial aggregate formation could be monitored accurately using the ES-SMPS
method and compact, nearly spherical aggregates were observed for two of the initial
morphologies. It was concluded that these resulted from a dynamic aggregation process
where the aggregates broke and reformed several times prior to the gelation. More
elongated aggregates were observed in the third dispersion; these aggregates were more
rapidly stabilized by interparticle bonds and formed the most stable gel structures. The
surface properties of the particles were found to affect the aggregate structure.
Clear ion specific effects were observed; the most stable aggregates were formed in the
presence of the least hydrated alkali ions, whereas the rate of gel stability increase was
faster in the presence of the more strongly hydrated ions. As expected, the alkali ions
adsorbed according to the direct Hofmeister sequence.
A gel layer on the silica particle surfaces was identified for all dispersions investigated.
The thickness of these layers were estimated using different techniques and found to be
2-4 nm thick depending on the dispersion.
Keywords: Colloidal silica dispersion, aggregation, gelation, electrospray (ES), scanning
mobility particle sizer (SMPS), synchrotron radiation small-angle x-ray scattering (SRSAXS), electron microscopy (EM), dynamic light scattering (DLS), particle morphology,
ion specificity, gel layer
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1 Colloidal Dispersions
Colloidal dispersions are important in everyday life, and can frequently be found in a
number of diverse products, such as milk and eggs,1 or hygiene products;2 in paint and
ink;3 and even in our own bodies as some properties of blood are best described by
considering it as a colloidal dispersion.4 But what is a colloidal dispersion?
A system which contains particles that are immiscible with, and suspended in, a
continuous medium, e.g. water droplets suspended in air which form a cloud, is by
definition a dispersion. These systems are usually regarded as colloidal if the particle
size is in the 1-1000 nm range, however, there exists dispersed systems where the
particles are larger.4,5 The particles, also called the disperse phase, may be a solid, a
liquid, or a gas, as can the dispersion medium and a number of possible combinations
arise. In fact, the only combination not found is the gas-gas dispersion, which is
impossible because all gases are mutually miscible. This thesis concerns two specific
dispersions – aerosols: solid or liquid particles dispersed in a gas, and hydrosols: solid
particles dispersed in a liquid – and, in particular, the possibilities to investigate
important properties of the latter by transferring it into the former.
The small dimensions of the dispersed phase lead to a large contact area between the
particles and the continuous phase – a distinguishing feature of all colloidal systems. A
significant amount of energy is associated with the creation and preservation of an
interface. Many colloidal dispersions are, therefore, unstable in the sense that the
system constantly strives to reduce the contact area – the particles form aggregates.
Gelation occurs if the particles aggregate to form a network of particle clusters, this
process results in the formation of solid-like structures called gels.6 Many industrial
processes involving colloidal dispersions, often with high particle concentrations, require
highly stable dispersions. To maintain the stability of the dispersed phase the particle
surfaces may be modified to provide electrostatic and/or steric energy barriers that
prevent aggregation.
Aqueous colloidal silica dispersions, silica sols, play an important role in a number of
industrial applications, such as silicon wafer polishing, coating applications, and
chemical mechanical planarization;7,8 which all require well defined, stable dispersions.
In some applications, it is the aggregation itself, or rather the structures resulting from
this process (e.g. flocs or gels), that is the desired result. These include, for instance,
flocculation applications such as beverage fining and paper-making;7,9 furthermore, the
gelling dispersions can be used as a grouting material10,11 or as a soil stabilizer,12 and the
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resulting gel structures as solid state electrochemical devices.13 In either case, whether
the aggregation is desired or not, the aggregation behaviour as well as the particle size
and size distribution are of utmost importance to the performance of the silica sols. In
addition, silica is often used as a model system in contact angle and surface force
measurements, or to study aggregation and rheology; and the material has been
extensively investigated for decades.7,9 Nevertheless, the aggregation and gelation
mechanisms as well as the properties of the silica-water interface are not fully
unravelled.14-19
Central parameters that will affect the aggregation are, among other things, the shape,
size and interaction of the particles in the dispersion. The size and shape of the particles
can influence the aggregate and gel structures directly, as the actual physical
dimensions of the particles (to some extent) determine their possible positions in the
structures, and indirectly because these parameters also affect the particle interactions.
The aggregate shapes appear particularly relevant to the alternative development of an
arrested state (a gel) or gas-liquid phase transition.20 Additional interparticle attraction,
apart from the van der Waals interaction, can be introduced by the addition of an
electrolyte or polymers. This will also affect the structure and microscopic properties of
the aggregates, particularly in the early stages of the aggregation.21,22
Generally, particles in a real system have a distribution of sizes, wherefore particle size
distribution (PSD) measurements are an integral part of colloidal studies. Naturally,
many methods have been developed,4 but only a few of these offer the possibility to
obtain number size distributions. In addition, some of the methods that do, e.g. electron
microscopy, require time-consuming procedures to obtain reliable distributions. In recent
years, a new technique that utilizes well-defined aerosol methods to obtain number size
distributions of hydrosol particles have been developed.23-25 The particles are transferred
to the gas phase by means of electrospray (ES); subsequently, the particles are classified
according to their mobility in air, and counted, using a scanning mobility particle sizer
(SMPS). Lenggoro et al. showed that accurate size distributions could be obtained for a
number of pure colloidal dispersions using the ES-SMPS method.26 One important aspect
of this method is that no assumptions concerning the shape of the size distributions are
made a priori. Moreover, this technique may offer the possibility to separate the signal
originating from the aggregates from that of the primary particles. These appealing
features makes the ES-SMPS method a good candidate for aggregation analysis, and
especially for studying the very onset of aggregation.

2

1.2 Purpose of the Thesis
The overall aim of the work presented in this thesis was to improve our understanding of
the mechanisms involved in the initial aggregate formation during electrolyte induced
aggregation of concentrated colloidal silica dispersions. An additional aim was to
investigate the effects of ion specificity and initial particle morphology on the structure
and strength increase of the obtained gel networks.
A procedure for electrospray-scanning mobility particle sizer (ES-SMPS) analysis on
aggregating dispersions was developed and applied to the aggregation of spherical silica
particles in the presence of various alkali ions (Paper I). This is an invasive method
because the concentrated dispersions have to be diluted prior to analysis. Thus, to verify
the results obtained using the ES-SMPS method, the aggregation was also monitored
with small-angle X-ray scattering which is a non-invasive method (Papers II and III). In
addition, the effects of initial particle morphology as well as the choice of anion were
examined in these papers.
The aggregation behaviour of silica dispersions is strongly affected by the surface
properties of the particles and the structure of the silica/aqueous electrolyte interface.
Thus, to gain a better insight to the structure of silica particle surface, the size
distribution of a pure silica dispersion was measured using multiple techniques,
including scanning electron microscopy (SEM), transmission electron microscopy (TEM),
and dynamic light scattering (DLS). The results of the different measurements were
analysed collectively to offer a coherent depiction of the particle properties (Paper IV).

1.3 Outline of the Thesis
The work that serves as a basis for this thesis has resulted in four scientific papers. To
put the results in context, a background to the field of interest is presented in Chapter 2.
This includes an overview of the standard theory of colloidal stability and additional
interactions that may affect the overall stability. A description of the silica system and
the particle surface properties, along with a summary of silica aggregation, is given. The
central parameters of size distributions, and some important theoretical distributions,
are also discussed.
This thesis concerns the development, validation, and application of a new procedure for
the analysis of colloidal silica aggregation by means of the ES-SMPS technique. In
Chapter 3 a description of the ES-SMPS system is given, and analysis of colloidal
systems using this technique is described. Several techniques traditionally used in
colloidal analysis were used to verify the results obtained from the ES-SMPS analysis.
Therefore, short descriptions of these techniques: Small-Angle X-ray Scattering (SAXS),
Scanning and Transmission Electron Microscopy (SEM and TEM), as well as Dynamic
Light Scattering (DLS), are given.
The results from the four papers are summarized in Chapter 4; beginning with a
summary of the particle characterization results obtained for the dispersions included in
Papers I-IV (section 4.1). This includes a more detailed analysis of the PSD of one of the
pure dispersions with respect to the effect of the silica particle surface properties on the
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particle sizes obtained with various methods. The dissolution of the silica particles
stored in highly diluted solutions will be discussed in section 4.1.2. The procedure for
aggregation analysis with the ES-SMPS setup, developed in Paper I, is presented in
section 4.2. The aggregation was observed to be fully reversible and the aggregate
disintegration results are also presented in 4.2, along with a comparison of the aggregate
diameters obtained using the ES-SMPS method, SEM, and in situ SAXS measurements.
The effects of initial particle morphology on the aggregate formation was investigated in
Paper II, and the sequential build-up of the initial aggregate structures for three initial
particle morphologies are discussed in section 4.3. In section 4.3.3, a suggestion
concerning gel network structures that could result from these aggregate structures is
presented, and compared to existing suggestions for silica gel networks. The ion
adsorption sequence was determined and the ion specific effects observed in Papers I-III
are discussed in section 4.4. Finally, a summary of the conclusions presented in the
thesis, along with some suggestions for future studies, are given in Chapter 5

4

Chapter 2

Background
2.1 Theory of Colloidal Stability
A colloidal dispersion is considered stable if the particles in the dispersion remain
separated for long periods of time, on the order of days as a lower limit. The dispersion
can be stabilised thermodynamically or kinetically.27 In the former case the dispersion
has a lower Gibbs free energy as compared to its separated constituents. For instance,
dried-out lyophilic (solvent loving) colloids, such as proteins or polysaccharides, will
spontaneously re-disperse if subjected to the solvent; these systems are
thermodynamically stable. However, most dispersions contain lyophobic (solvent hating)
particles and these systems are kinetically stabilised. The particles are attracted to one
another by van der Waals interactions and, although aggregation is delayed by an
energy barrier, given sufficient time the system will inevitably coagulate. The stability of
lyophobic colloids can be described by the classic DLVO-theory,4,28,29 named after the
scientists Derjaguin, Landau, Verwey, and Overbeek who developed this theory.30,31

2.1.1 The DLVO Theory
In the vicinity of a charged surface oppositely charged ions are enriched in a diffuse
layer; together the surface and the diffuse layer constitute an electro-neutral entity.
When two charged surfaces approach each other their diffuse layers start to overlap. The
overlap gives rise to an osmotic pressure between the surfaces; a repulsive electrostatic
interaction separates the surfaces by opposing further approach. For two weakly
interacting spherical particles of equal size, the interaction energy, VR, is given by:32

V R (h ) =

32πε r ε 0 r (k B T )2 γ 02
e 02

⋅ e (−κ h ) ;

(for 1:1 electrolytes)

(1)

where ε0 is the vacuum permittivity, εr is the dielectric constant of the medium, r is the
particle radius, and h is the particle centre-to-centre distance. kB and T are the
Boltzmann constant and the temperature, respectively; e0 is the electronic charge, and κ
and γ0 are given by:32,33

∑

1

⎛ e 2 ni0 zi2 ⎞ 2
⎜
⎟
i
⎟
κ =⎜
⎜ ε r ε 0 k BT ⎟
⎜
⎟
⎝
⎠
⎛ ze0ψ 0
⎝ 4k B T

γ 0 = tanh ⎜⎜

and

⎞
⎟⎟
⎠

(2a)

(2b)
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where ψ0 is the surface potential, and ni0 and zi are the bulk concentration and valency of
species i, respectively. It can be seen that, apart from fundamental constants, the DebyeHückel parameter, κ, depends solely on the bulk electrolyte concentration and the
temperature. The inverse of this parameter, κ-1, known as the Debye length, is a
measure of the thickness of the diffuse layer.
The attractive van der Waals interactions, which constantly strive to coagulate the
particles in dispersions, originate from the polarisability of the atoms that constitute the
particles. A significant contribution to the attractive interactions is made by the
dispersion interaction, which can be understood to result from the virtual fluctuations in
the instantaneous positions of the electrons surrounding the atoms. Consider two
interacting particles in a dispersion; every atom in particle one exerts a force on the
atoms in particle two and vice versa. Hamaker obtained an expression of the overall
interparticle attraction by summing up these pair-wise contributions.34 The van der
Waals interaction energy, VA, between two spherical particles of radius, r, is given by:35
A⋅r
(3)
12h
where A is the Hamaker constant. In the DLVO-theory the total energy of the
interaction between the particles is estimated as the sum of the repulsive contribution
due to the electrostatic interaction and the van der Waals attraction:
V A (h ) =

Vtot = V R + V A

(4)

The main features of the theory can be summarised as follows:29
Particles of materials with large Hamaker constants will display a strong
attraction.
A high surface potential renders a greater repulsion between the particles and
thus a more stable dispersion. Consequently, the dispersion is predicted to be
completely destabilized at the isoelectric point (IEP).
An increase of the bulk electrolyte concentration will compress the diffuse layer
and the apparent surface potential decreases, this leads to a decrease in the
electrostatic repulsion.
The decrease of the electrostatic repulsion will diminish the electrostatic energy barrier
that prevents aggregation. This is depicted schematically in Figure 1, where a)
illustrates the system prior to electrolyte addition; b) corresponds to the electrolyte
concentration a which the energy barrier has just disappeared, also known as the critical
coagulation concentration (CCC); c) the bulk electrolyte concentration is sufficiently high
to completely reduce the energy barrier. The CCC is an important parameter in
aggregation studies, as it constitutes the dividing line between slow and fast
aggregation. This will be further discussed in section 2.4.2.
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Figure 1. A schematic of the decrease in the total energy of interaction between two particles,
Vtot, upon electrolyte addition. a) no electrolyte added, b) the critical coagulation concentration,
and c) sufficient amount of electrolyte added to completely reduce the energy barrier. The total
energy of interaction was calculated according to the DLVO-theory.

2.2 Non‐DLVO Interactions
Although the DLVO-theory has been shown to work well for number of colloidal
systems,36-40 the theory fails to explain the behaviour of some specific systems owing to
the fact that the theory neglects a number of interactions.41-43 First of all, the solvent is
regarded as a dielectric continuum, and any solvent–solvent and surface–solvent
interactions are neglected. This means that additional repulsion, VSolv, which can be
observed for surfaces with a highly structured hydration layer, is disregarded; as is the
steric repulsion, VSter, which occurs, for instance, when surfaces with grafted polymers
approach each other. Furthermore, ionic species are regarded as point charges, which
results in an inaccurate estimation of the ion–surface, ion–ion, and ion–solvent
interactions. Thus, according to the classical theory, ions can approach the surface
infinitely, and equal concentrations of equicharged ions should affect the system
identically. Nevertheless, it is frequently observed that not only the charge but also the
choice of electrolyte affects, for instance, how efficiently the charge of a surface is
screened. This effect is known as ion specificity and its main features will be
summarized in the following section.

2.2.1 Ion Specificity
Ion specific effects were first discovered by Hofmeister,44 who arranged anions in a
sequence according to their efficiency in salting out egg white. Since then they have been
observed in various experiments, such as bubble fusion,45 bacterial cell growth,46 surface
tensions of electrolytes,47,48 charge of globular proteins,49 as well as yield stress and IEPshift in silica suspensions.17 With respect to colloidal stability, ion specific adsorption is
especially important because ions that adsorb close to the surface will have a high
screening efficiency; consequently, a lower electrolyte concentration is required to
destabilize the dispersion.50 In all experiments presented here the counterions were
alkali ions. If the surface affinity of these ions increases according to Li+< Na+ < K+ < Rb+
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< Cs+, the direct (Hofmeister) sequence is observed.51 The reversed order, Li+ is
preferentially adsorbed as compared to Cs+, is referred to as the indirect sequence. A
classical explanation of the ion absorbability is given by the Stern model: The adsorption
of an ion is determined by its electrical charge and its size; highly charged ions adsorb
more strongly and, in the case of equicharged ions, small ions are preferentially adsorbed
compared to large. However, this model is unable to explain, for instance, the observed
reversal of the adsorption sequence of alkali ions at a mercury/water interface with
preadsorbed pyridine.52,53
Ninham et al.,54 and others,55-58 have shown that most ion specific effects can be
explained theoretically by including the ion-ion and ion-surface dispersion interactions.
Nevertheless, these interactions are unable to explain the results obtained by Dumont et
al.59 In a classic paper they showed that the adsorption sequence at the TiO2/water
interface could be reversed by varying the IEP of the TiO2 sample. This indicates that
ion specific effects are not solely due to additional dispersion interactions, because the
Hamaker constants of the samples are identical. Rather, it is the change of the surface
water structure, associated with the IEP shift, that gives rise to the inversed
adsorption.51
Based on their interaction with the solvent, ions can be classified in two main groups.60,61
Ions that promote water structure in their vicinity, such as Li+ and Na+, are known as
structure-maker ions. For structure-breaker ions the solvent becomes less structured in
the vicinity of the ion, as compared to the bulk phase. Similarly, particle surfaces can be
classified according to their ability to promote or destroy the surrounding water
structure, referred to as structure-maker or structure-breaker surfaces, respectively.59,62
The adsorption sequences observed for a number of oxides can be explained by a “like
seeks like” concept. Oxides with a high IEP, e.g. alumina or rutile, are structure-maker
surfaces and structure-maker ions preferentially adsorb on these surfaces, whereas
structure-breaker ions preferentially adsorb on low-IEP oxides such as silica.17,59
Recently, Parsons and co-workers showed that inversion of the adsorption sequence can
be explained theoretically, provided that both the ion-surface dispersion interactions and
ion hydration are included.63 If these interactions oppose one another, however, the
adsorption will be governed by the compatibility of the ion and surface water structures,
as demonstrated by Lopéz-Léon et al.64 For planar silica substrates the ion specific
effects of monovalent alkali ions are weak,65 whereas the effect can be quite substantial
for colloidal silica.17
It can be shown that ion-ion interactions in the double layer lead to an attractive
electrostatic pressure contribution to the double layer interaction between two
surfaces.66,67 Provided that this constitutes the dominant contribution a short-range
attractive ion-ion correlation (IIC) interaction will be observed. The attraction arises due
to charge fluctuations in the system, thus, its mechanism is similar to that of the
dispersion interaction, but it is often much stronger than the van der Waals attraction.
The magnitude of the electrostatic pressure contribution is almost independent of the
valency of the counterions.66,68 For high ion densities between two approaching surfaces
the double layer interaction is repulsive at all distances. However, if the ions can
approach the surface sufficiently close, so that the ion density at the midplane is
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substantially reduced, the attractive part will dominate. Thus, the additional short
range electrostatic IIC attraction interaction may be observed in systems with strongly
adsorbed ions.

2.3 Particle Size Distribution
One of the most important features of a dispersion is the shape and size distribution of
the particles in the system as these, to some extent, affect almost all other properties of
that system. If the dispersion contains particles of one size only, it is said to be
monodisperse. In theoretical calculations, particles are usually assumed to be
monodisperse and spherical for simplicity. Real systems contain particles that vary in
size, i.e. the system shows a degree of polydispersity.
A perfectly monodisperse dispersion can be described by the δ-function, while for all
other systems a size distribution has to be constructed; the size range of interest is
divided into intervals and the particles in each interval are counted. A distribution can
be weighted by different parameters, such as number or mass. The first moment of a
distribution is the mean and the second moment is the variance, σ2; the polydispersity, p,
of the distribution is defined as the square root of the ratio of the second moment and the
square of the first moment. For example, the number mean diameter, d , is defined as:69

d=

∑ ni d i
∑ ni

(5)

where ni is the number of particles in size interval i, and the variance is given by: 69

∑ ni (d i − d )
=
∑ ni

2

σ

2

(6)

Thus, the polydispersity of this distribution is equal to σ d . The most important
characteristics of a dispersion are the mean and standard deviation, σ, which is the
square root of the variance.
Theoretical distributions, such as the Gaussian or log Gaussian, can be used to describe
the PSD. In Papers II and III, the Schulz distribution was used in the interpretation of
the SAXS data. This distribution is defined as:70

r z ⎛ z + 1⎞
S (r ) =
⎜
⎟
Γ(z + 1) ⎝ r ⎠

⎛ ⎡ r ( z +1) ⎤ ⎞
z +1 ⎜⎜ − ⎢
⎥ ⎟⎟
e⎝ ⎣ r ⎦ ⎠ ,

z > −1

(7)

where r is the particle radius, Γ(x ) is the Gamma function, and z is a width parameter.
The shape of this distribution varies with the value of z; for small z-values it resembles a
log Gaussian, when z increases the distribution becomes progressively more narrow and
Gaussian ‘like’, and as z approaches infinity it becomes a delta function at r = r .70
When a dispersion starts to aggregate, it will contain the newly formed aggregates as
well as unaggregated initial particles. In that case, the real PSD of the system will
contain (at least) two modal sizes. Provided that the analysis method used can separate
these fractions, a bimodal or polymodal PSD may be obtained. The PSD can then be
estimated as the sum of two or more theoretical distributions.71
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2.4 Colloidal Silica Dispersions
“Silicon dioxide is the main component of the crust of the earth. Combined with the oxides
of magnesium, aluminium, calcium, and iron, it forms the silicate minerals in our rocks
and soil.” – Ralph K. Iler
A colloidal silica dispersion consists of amorphous silicon dioxide particles dispersed in
water. The structure of silicon dioxide, or silica for short, is based on a network of SiO4
tetrahedra with shared oxygen atoms. The arrangement of the tetrahedral units
determines the structure of the silica material. Various crystalline silicas, such as
quartz, cristobalite, and tridymite, can be formed from the ordered arrangement of SiO4;
whilst a random packing of the tetrahedrons results in amorphous silica.7,9
Silica particles can, for instance, be formed via the hydrolysis and subsequent
condensation of alcoxysilanes. This synthesis was first described by Stöber et al.72 and
the resulting dispersions of porous silica particles are often referred to as Stöber sols. An
alternative silica precursor source is dilute aqueous water-glass solutions. The
dispersions that are investigated in this thesis were synthesized via the ion exchange
method. In this method an active silicic acid solution is formed by allowing the waterglass solution to pass through an ion exchange column. Subsequently, nucleation,
polymerisation, and particle growth is initiated by the addition of alkali at temperatures
above 60 °C. By varying different parameters, such as temperature, pH, and the molar
ratio of SiO2:Na2O, dispersions with various particle morphologies can be obtained.
Silica dispersions are used in a vast number of applications, which can be subdivided
into binding and non-binding applications.9 Silicon wafer polishing is an example of a
non-binding application. In this case a well defined particle size distribution is vital for
the overall performance. In binding applications, such as paper making, flocculation, and
catalyst manufacturing, a well-known and controlled aggregation behaviour of the
particles is essential.7,9 In recent years a new area of use, where the particle aggregation
is of importance, has emerged; a silica dispersion is destabilised and the gelling system
is used as a grouting material in hard rocks or soils.10-12

2.4.1 Surface Properties
On the surface of the silica particles, silanol groups, Si-OH, are formed, and in aqueous
silica dispersions the particle surface charge is established by protonation and
deprotonation of these groups according to the following reactions:73

Si − OH + H + ↔ Si − OH 2+
Si − OH + OH − ↔ Si − O − + H 2 O

[1]

Compared to other oxides, these particles have a low isoelectric point (IEP), and they are
negatively charged above pH 2. The surface charge density rises steeply with increasing
pH and, depending on the counter ion present, these surfaces can attain very high
charge densities.74 Meanwhile, the zeta potential can be quite low owing to the fact that
adsorbed counterions compensate (to some extent) the surface charge.74,75
At a low pH, the silica surface is well hydrated because water molecules can be hydrogen
bonded to the silanol groups.76 Generally, the silica surface is regarded as a structure-
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breaker surface with the ability to disrupt the adjacent water structure (cf. the
discussion concerning structure-maker and structure-breaker ions in section 2.2.1). At
first, this may seem counter intuitive; a well-hydrated surface with the ability to disrupt
water structure. However, if we compare silica to e.g. mica, which has a hydration layer
with an almost ‘ice-like’ structure,77 the silica surface has a rougher structure owing to
the fact that this material is amorphous. The hydrogen-bonded water molecules at the
silica surface will be oriented in a broader distribution of directions, giving rise to a
disrupted water structure.78 With increasing pH the surface hydration will decrease due
to the deprotonation.
It has been proposed that a so-called gel layer, consisting of protruding and/or adsorbed
polysilicic acid chains, forms at the surface of the particles.14,79,80 The results obtained by
Vigil et al. suggest that the gel layer is approximately 1 nm thick.14 Furthermore,
smaller particles are thought to have a thicker gel layer as compared to larger
particles.80 The presence of such a layer would further increase the roughness of the
surface, thereby increasing its structure-breaker character. In addition, the layer will act
as a steric barrier, thus enhancing the stability of the dispersion.
According to the DLVO-theory, dispersions are unstable at the IEP, because the
electrostatic repulsion that stabilizes the dispersion disappears. However, colloidal silica
dispersions display an unusual stability behaviour with a stability maximum at the IEP
and a stability minimum in the intermediate pH range (pH 4-7). In some cases,
additional repulsive non-DLVO interactions have also been observed in the high pH
range.80 Over the years, both the hydration of the surface and the gel layer have been
put forward as explanations for the remarkable stability of the silica system. Most likely,
the behaviour can be attributed to a combination of the two mechanisms. In the low pH
range (< 4), where the surface is strongly hydrated, the repulsion due to hydration layer
overlap is more important. With increasing pH, the surface is dehydrated and the
surface charge starts to increase;81-83 this will inflate the gel layer because the charges
within the layer are repelled by one another and by the charges on the surface.14 A low
stability in the intermediate region is observed because the decrease of the hydration
layer repulsion is faster than the increase of the electrosteric repulsion.83 Most likely, the
gel layer overlap represents a major contribution any additional repulsion observed at
high pH (> 8), because the silica surface has a low degree of hydration above pH 7. 81-83

2.4.2 Silica Aggregation
Silica dispersions prepared by the ion exchange method are very stable owing to the low
concentration of destabilising contaminants; the shelf time for a concentrated system
(pH 8-10) is on the order of 6-12 months, depending on the specific surface area of the
dispersion. However, when required, e.g in applications such as rock grouting,
aggregation can be induced in a number of ways, of which the most simple is to decrease
the pH. Furthermore, the addition of polymers may induce flocculation,84 and electrolyte
addition will increase the bulk electrolyte concentration, whereby the electrostatic
repulsion is screened due to the compression of the diffuse layer. 29
Aggregation as such can be subdivided into a slow and a fast regime; the critical
coagulation concentration, CCC, represent the division between the two. The CCC is the
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bulk electrolyte concentration at which the electrostatic repulsion has been screened to
the point where the energy barrier, which prevents aggregation, has only just
disappeared. Devoid of an energy barrier, the rate limiting step is the transportation of
primary particles to the growing clusters; in an unstirred system, the particles are
transported by diffusion and fast aggregation occurs. Below the CCC, the rate limiting
step is the particle inter-collisions and the aggregation is slow.
As the aggregation proceeds, the aggregates will grow by addition of primary particles,
in addition, agglomerates are formed when the aggregates adhere to other aggregates.
This process continues until a network that spans the entire volume is formed. The
resulting solid-like structure is usually referred to as a gel. Fast aggregation leads to
elongated, fractal aggregates;85 which results in a strong gel structure because the gel
network is highly cross-linked. In the slow regime, a number of particle collisions are
required to form the aggregates, which are spherical and more compact, and the
resulting gel structure is weak. The work presented in this thesis concerns the slow
aggregation of concentrated silica dispersions induced by electrolyte addition.
Following the DLVO-theory, aggregates should be stabilised in the primary minima by
van der Waals interactions. However, silica has a low Hamaker constant, which results
in a weak attraction energy. In addition, the constant can be decreased further by
electrolyte addition. Primarily, the reason for this is the screening of the static part of
the Hamaker constant, but the dispersive part is affected as well since the refractive
index of the solution increases.86,87 An alternative mechanism for the stabilization of
silica aggregates was suggested by Depasse and Watillon; upon particle contact the
silanol surface groups form inter-particle covalent siloxane bonds according to the
following reaction:88
≡Si–OH + –O–Si≡ ↔ ≡Si–O–Si≡ + OH–

[2]

The formation of covalent bonds should lead to stable aggregates and irreversible
aggregation. However, the silica surface is highly dynamical and structural reformation
of siloxane bonds can readily occur because only a small amount of energy is required to
break the bonds.15,89 In fact, it was observed that the aggregation was initially
reversible.88 Given time, the number of inter-particle bonds will increase and the
aggregates will become more stable.
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Chapter 3

Experimental Techniques
In this chapter the ES-SMPS technique, the central experimental setup used in the
investigations, will be described in detail. In addition, Small-Angle X-ray Scattering
(SAXS), used in Papers II and III, and Electron Microscopy, used in Papers I-IV, will be
described as these were the methods most extensively used for result validation. An
interesting feature of the silica particles can be captured when results from Dynamic
Light Scattering (DLS) measurements are compared with, for instance, ES-SMPS
results. Therefore, a short summary of the DLS technique will also be given. Two
additional methods were used in one of the investigations, Flow Field Fractionation
(FFF) and Nano Tracking Analysis (NTA); these methods are described in Paper IV. The
Monte Carlo (MC) simulations performed in Paper III are described in the paper.

3.1 Electrospray – Scanning Mobility Particle Sizer
The phenomenon that occurs when high voltages are applied to the meniscus of a
conducting liquid was first described by Zeleny in the beginning of the 20th century.90
This phenomenon is known as electrohydrodynamic spraying, but more commonly
referred to as electrospray (ES).91 In a classic paper, Fenn et al. showed that ES can be
used to produce gas phase ions of biological macromolecules from solution.92 Nowadays,
ES is commonly used as ionisation source in mass spectrometry.93 The technique is
regarded as a gentle ionisation method, for instance, it has been shown that proteins
with weakly associated subunits can be transferred intact.94,95 Since colloidal particles
can be transferred from the liquid phase to the gas phase, whereby a polydisperse
aerosol is created, it is possible to determine the PSD using standard aerosol
measurement techniques.23,25,26 The dry polydisperse aerosol, consisting of colloidal
particles and evaporation residues, generated by the ES unit is analysed using a SMPS
system. The two major components of this system are the Differential Mobility Analyzer
(DMA), where the particles are separated according to their electric mobility in air, and a
Condensation Particle Counter (CPC), where the selected particles are counted.

3.1.1 Electrospray
In the ES unit, the liquid is supported at the tip of a capillary which acts as an electrode.
A plate counter electrode is situated at a small distance from the tip. This point-plate
electrode geometry, where the electric field is concentrated at the capillary tip, makes it
easier to achieve the field strengths required to spray high surface tension liquids (such
as water). A schematic of the ES setup is shown in Figure 2. When the voltage is applied,
the liquid will be extracted towards the opposing electrode. In a specific voltage range,
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the liquid forms a so-called Taylor cone.96 From the apex of the cone a jet of droplets is
emitted; the electrospray is operating in the cone-jet mode.

Figure 2. A schematic of the electrospray setup with the ionisation chamber. QCG is the carrier
gas flow and QL is the liquid flow rate. The droplet evaporation process is depicted below the
setup; the large gray circles are the initial droplets that evaporate to form evaporation residues
(small gray circles). The black circles are the colloidal particles, when two or more particles are
trapped in one droplet an aggregate is formed.

The formed aerosol is mixed with a carrier gas consisting of a particle free air/CO2
mixture (QCG), and the solvent starts to evaporate. Initially, the emitted droplets are
highly charged due to the high field strength applied at the capillary tip. As the solvent
evaporates, the surface charge density of the droplet starts to increase. If the coulombic
repulsion equals the surface tension of the liquid, the droplet is at the Rayleigh limit and
will undergo coulombic fission,97 whereby the excess charge is distributed on a larger
total surface area. However, in this setup the aerosol enters an ionisation chamber
before fission can occur (Figure 2). The chamber contains a 210Po-bipolar charger, which
ionizes the gas molecules in the air. The excess charge of the droplets is rapidly
neutralised via charge exchange and the aerosol attains a well-defined charge
distribution as described by the bipolar charging theory of Fuchs.98 Thus, the excess
charge is neutralized before the Rayleigh limit is reached.23,97 The solvent continues to
evaporate and any non-volatile substances present in the spraying solution will form
evaporation residues, see Figure 2.
The size of the initial droplets, dd, is inversely proportional to the conductivity of the
sample solution and proportional to the liquid flow rate, QL. Thus, the droplet size will
decrease with decreasing flow rate and increasing conductivity. The initial droplet
diameter can be directly related to the size of the residual particles, dm, because no
columbic fission occurs. The size of droplets is given by:99

dd =

1
c1 3

(8)

dm

where c is the concentration of the non-volatile species.
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In Figure 3 (left panel) the size distributions of the evaporation residues of a sucrose
solution are shown. It can be seen that for higher sucrose concentrations larger
evaporation residues were formed. Consequently, it is possible to detect dissolved species
by varying the sample concentration as this will cause a shift of the distribution. For
solutions of equal conductivity, sprayed at the same QL, the initial droplets will be of
similar or equal size. This is shown in Figure 3 (right panel) where the initial droplet
diameters for the sprayed sucrose solutions, calculated according to Eq. 8, are shown.

Figure 3. Left panel: The size distributions of sucrose evaporation residues formed from solutions with varying
concentration. Right panel: The size distribution of the initial droplets, calculated as described in Eq. 8.

For colloidal analysis, especially when particle aggregation is monitored, it is important
to transfer the system from the liquid phase to the gas phase intact. This means that the
particles and/or the aggregates should not be ruptured during the transfer process, nor
should the transfer create additional aggregation. The second requirement is
accomplished by preparing samples, which are sufficiently diluted with respect to the
particles, so that the probability that a droplet will contain two or more particles is
negligible. Most droplets will contain no particles and they will form small evaporation
residues as depicted in the lower part of Figure 2. The evaporation residues can also
cause a slight size increase of the colloidal particles. If volatile or semi-volatile
electrolyte species, such as HCl or ammonium acetate buffer solution, are used the
evaporation residues can be kept at a minimum.
It has been shown that even proteins with weakly associated subunits can be transferred
intact in the ES process.94,95 Hence, the probability that particles are ruptured in the
capillary, or during the actual spraying, is low. However, the sample-capillary
interaction may cause the particles to adhere to the capillary, and this interaction can
distort the observed particle distribution. In some cases, the particles polish the capillary
surface, thereby increasing the flow through the capillary. These interactions are
dynamic and sample-dependent, which makes exact analysis of the particle
concentration in the dispersions rather difficult. Furthermore, the dilution may cause
particle dissolution, or shift the equilibrium of other reversible processes, so that the
PSDs are altered. Such effects are strongly dependent on the material of the particles.
The ES-SMPS size distribution analysis has been shown to work well for a number of
colloidal systems,25,100 including silica,26 and has successfully been used to monitor the
initial aggregation of gold particles.101
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Figure 4. The size distribution of a colloidal silica dispersion at varying sample concentrations.

As can be seen in Figure 4, the highest concentration that can be analyzed without
causing aggregation due to the spraying can be determined by varying the sample
concentration. For the 0.4 wt% sample, the aggregation that occurs during spraying
causes a broadening of the distribution. Moreover, a small evaporation peak appeared for
this sample, owing to the fact that the concentration of dissolved silica species in the
sample is high enough to form evaporation residues in the detectable size range. For the
lower concentrations, i.e. those that permit particle transfer without aggregation, the
size of the aerosol particles is independent of the sample concentration, because it is
determined by the size of the particles that were in the liquid. Thus, the sample
concentration dependence can also be used to determine if particulate matter is present
in the sample; as the diameter of an evaporation residue will always vary with the
concentration, whereas the size of an aerosol particle, which originates from a substrate
that was particulate in the liquid phase, is constant for all particle concentrations that
do not cause aggregation during the transfer process.

3.1.2 Differential Mobility Analyser
The DMA consists of a grounded metal cylinder with a high voltage rod situated in the
centre of the cylinder. When a negative charge is applied to the high voltage rod, an
electric field between the rod and the cylinder is created. The polydisperse aerosol is
introduced at the top of the DMA adjacent to the outer cylinder. A particle free laminar
sheath air flow, QS, separates the aerosol flow, QA, and the high voltage rod. When the
voltage is increased, the electric field accelerates the oppositely charged particles
towards the rod in the centre of the DMA. For a given voltage, particles within a specific
mobility range will exit the DMA through a slit at the bottom of the rod (QA
monodisperse). The width of the mobility range depends on the ratio of the aerosol and
sheath air flow rates. Particles with mobilities outside the target range will be removed
by impaction on the rod or via the excess outflow at the bottom of the DMA (QS Excess).
A schematic of the long DMA is shown in Figure 5. A nano-DMA was used in Papers I
and IV, the working principles are the same but the geometry of the nDMA is optimized
for size analysis of small particles, for further information and schematic see Ref 102.
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Figure 5. A schematic of the Differential Mobility Analyser (DMA).

The particle electric mobility, Zp, is a measure of the ease with which a particle with the
charge q can be moved by an electric field of field strength E.5 The mobility can be
related to particle size according to:25
v
qC c (d m )
Zp = e =
(9)
E
3πη d m
where ve is the terminal electrostatic velocity, η is the viscosity of the fluid, and dm is the
mobility diameter of the particle. Small particles are not hindered by the gas molecules
to the same extent as larger particles. This causes the small particles to appear even
smaller. To correct the mobility of particles below 100 nm the Cunningham slip
correction factor, Cc(dm), is introduced. The mobility diameter of a spherical particle is
equal to the physical diameter of the particle, dp. For non-spherical particles the particle
electric mobility, and thereby dm, can be related to the volume equivalent diameter, dve,
of the particle; i.e. the diameter of a sphere with a volume equal to the volume of the
non-spherical particle. This gives:103

qC c (d m ) qC c (d ve )
=
(10)
3πη d m
3πη d ve χ t
where dve is the volume equivalent diameter and χt is the orientation averaged dynamic
shape factor of the non-spherical particle in the transition regime. Thus, the following
relationship between the measured dm and the volume equivalent diameter of the nonspherical particle is obtained: 103
Zp =

d m = d ve χ t

C c (d m )
C c (d ve )

(11)

Orientation averaged dynamic shape factors can be used for particle Reynolds numbers
well below 0.1, because the particle orientation is random.25 The dynamic shape factors
for particles of different shapes and aspect ratios have been reported.5 In the present
investigation, the non-spherical particles were modelled as prolate ellipsoids with a
volume given by:

V =

4πab 2
3

(12)
where a and b corresponds to the polar and equatorial radii, respectively; the aspect
ratio is given by a/b.
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3.1.3 Condensation Particle Counter
The size classified particles are counted using a CPC; an optical technique where the
light scattered by a particle passing a beam of light is registered. This technique requires
aerosol particles in the micrometer size range. Detection of sub-micrometer particles is
enabled by mixing the aerosol with a saturated 1-butanol vapor. Subsequently, the
mixture enters a cold condenser, where a supersaturated environment is created and the
butanol condensates on the particles, thereby causing a rapid size increase. A schematic
of the CPC is shown in Figure 6 (left panel).

Figure 6. Left panel: A schematic of the Condensation Particle Counter (CPC), where ΔT
represents the temperature difference between the butanol reservoir and the condensation stage.
Right panel: The detection efficiency curve for the CPC (TSI, model 3010) at ΔT = 25 °C. The
results were obtained using an ultra CPC (TSI, model 3025) as reference detector and sprayed
insulin particles as size standard. The expression for detection efficiency obtained by Mertes et al.
was fitted to the data sets,104 the fits are shown as solid lines (Figure courtesy of Dr. Magnus
Hagström).

The lower detection limit of the CPC (D50) can be tuned by varying the temperature
difference (ΔT) between the alcohol reservoir and the condensation stage. A higher ΔT
increases the supersaturation and enables detection of smaller particles.104 For the work
presented in this thesis reliable detection of particles below 10 nm is important.
Therefore, the maximum temperature difference (25°C), which for this setup corresponds
to a D50 approximately equal to 5 nm, was used in all experiments. The detection
efficiency for the CPC operated at 25°C is shown in Figure 6 (right panel).
Overall, the analysis of aerosol particles in the lower size range (<50 nm) is strongly
affected by particle diffusion in the gas phase,102 which may shift the observed PSDs
towards larger sizes.

3.2 Small‐Angle X‐ray Scattering
In a Small-Angle X-ray Scattering (SAXS) experiment the scattered intensity I(q) is
measured as a function of the magnitude of the scattering vector q; which is given by

q = (4π λ ) sin(θ 2) where λ is the wavelength of the X-rays and θ is the scattering

angle.105,106 The X-rays are scattered by the electrons in the sample. Thus, the electron
density difference, Δρ, in the dispersion, i.e. deviations in the local electron density from
the average electron density (that of the solvent) in the irradiated volume, is probed. The
scattering power of atoms is proportional to their atomic number, and samples with high
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electron density, such as silica, will display a high contrast for X-rays. The scattered
intensity can be further increased by using an X-ray source with a high flux of radiation,
e.g. synchrotron radiation. In a synchrotron, the light emitted by electrons orbiting in a
magnetic field is used to irradiate the sample.
For a dispersion of monodisperse, homogeneous and spherically symmetric particles I(q)
can be written as:107

I (q ) = Δρ 2 nV 2 P(q )S (q )

(13)

where n is the number density of particles and V is the volume of the particles. P(q) is
the particle form factor which is related to the structure of the particles, e.g. their size
and shape. S(q) is the structure factor, which accounts for the interference of scattering
from different particles. Hence, it contains information related to the interactions among
the particles; in the dilute case S(q) ~ 1. For anisotropic or polydisperse systems I(q)
cannot be written as a product of the form and structure factors; expressions for P(q) for
a number of different particle geometries can be found in the literature, see for instance
Ref 107.
The particle concentrations of the silica dispersions included in these investigations are
high. Thus, it is necessary to account for the S(q) contribution to the scattering pattern,
because the particle scattering interference can no longer be neglected. The hard-sphere
structure factor has been shown to successfully describe the particle-particle interactions
in silica dispersions.108,109 Further, this structure factor is applicable to soft particles and
clusters of soft particles.110,111 The polydispersity of spherical particles can be accounted
for with a minimum of additional fitting parameters by constraining the particle radii to
follow an analytical distribution function, such as the Schulz distribution function.70
Thus, by fitting the hard-sphere model,112 modified to allow for polydispersity or nonspherical shapes of the particles, the variation of particle diameter and polydispersity
during aggregation was obtained for unperturbed dispersion/electrolyte reaction
mixtures.

3.3 Additional Techniques
3.3.1 Electron Microscopy
Two electron beam imaging techniques, Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and
Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM), have been used to acquire images of the
particles and aggregates for size and morphology evaluation. Common to the two
techniques is that the interaction of the sample with the electron beam is utilised in the
interpretation of the structure.
In SEM a beam with a low acceleration voltage, for the silica measurements ~5kV, is
scanned over the sample surface. The beam causes secondary electrons (SE) to be
emitted from the topmost layer of the sample. An in-lens detector is used to monitor the
amount of SE emitted at a given point and an image of the surface can be constructed.
The image contrast depends on the surface topography, since the amount of emitted SE
is higher for a curved surface or a sharp edge compared to a flat surface. The samples
were prepared either by wet deposition of dilute suspensions, or by impaction of the
aerosol particles from the ES,113,114 on silicon wafers. The latter method permits the
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aggregates to be visualized as well, since the aggregation that occurs during wet
depositions due to solvent evaporation can be avoided, see Figures 3a and 3b in Paper I.
The TEM samples were prepared by wet deposition of dilute suspensions on a perforated
carbon film supported by a TEM copper grid. In a TEM experiment a high voltage beam
(~200 kV) is shined through the sample and transmitted electrons are recorded. Here the
contrast depends on the atomic weight, density, and thickness of the sample, relative to
that of the carbon film. Both techniques are well described in the literature, see for
instance Ref 115.

3.3.2 Dynamic Light Scattering
Particles in a suspension constantly collide with the solvent molecules; these collisions
cause the particles to move randomly and this random motion is known as Brownian
motion. Due to this diffusive particle motion, the intensities of the light scattered by the
particles will fluctuate over time. In a Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) experiment this
intensity variation is monitored and an intensity correlation function is determined.116
The intensity measured at time t0 is strongly correlated to that measured at t0+δt
because the configuration of particles in the illuminated volume is nearly identical.
Given time, the particles located in the volume at t0 will have diffused away; a new
particle configuration is established and the intensity measured at e.g. t1 will be totally
uncorrelated to that measured at t0, provided that a sufficient amount of time has
elapsed. It follows that the intensity correlation function will decay with time. For
monodisperse systems at high dilution the decay will be a pure exponential and the
decay rate contains the self diffusion coefficient, D0, of the particles. Using the StokesEinstein equation,
k T
(14)
D0 = B
6πη rH
where η is the viscosity of the solvent, the particle hydrodynamic radius, rH, can be
calculated.114 For Rayleigh scatterers, the average diffusion coefficient is a Z-average.
However, the hydrodynamic diameter obtained form Eq. 14 is a harmonic Z-average
diameter, dZ harmonic, given by:117

ni d i6
∑
d Z harmonic =
∑ ni d i5

(15)

The particle diameter measured in a DLS measurement depends strongly on how the
particles diffuse. The diffusion of a particle can be affected by other particles, for
instance, via collisions or electrostatic interactions, but also by the indirect
hydrodynamic interactions that arise as surrounding particles diffuse.116 The
hydrodynamic diameter incorporates the hydration of the particle, and can therefore be
slightly larger than the dry diameter of a given particle. Other particle properties that
affect the diffusion, such as polymers grafted to the particle surface or the gel layer of
the silica particles, will influence the obtained diameter.118,119
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Chapter 4

ES‐SMPS Analysis of Colloidal Silica Aggregation
Introduction
In this thesis, the aggregation behaviour of colloidal silica particles in concentrated
dispersions has been studied using the ES-SMPS method. Aggregation was induced by
addition of electrolyte solutions, and the aggregation proceeded until solid silica gels
were formed. Primarily, the work focused on the effects of ion specificity and initial
particle morphology on aggregate formation and gel morphology.
A central part of all aggregation investigations (Papers I-III) was the characterisation of
the starting materials, i.e. the pure dispersions. Combinations of methods, ES-SMPS and
SEM in Paper I and ES-SMPS, SEM, and SAXS in Papers II and III, were used in the
characterisation. It was observed that the surface properties of the silica particles
affected the particle sizes obtained with the various methods. Therefore, a more
extensive analysis of the PSD of a pure dispersion, similar to the dispersion used in
Paper I, was carried out (Paper IV). A summary of the particle characterization results
obtained for the dispersions is given in section 4.1. Furthermore, in Paper I it was
observed that the pure silica particles started to dissolve once diluted; the dissolution of
the silica particles is discussed in section 4.1.1.
In Paper I a procedure for aggregation analysis with the ES-SMPS setup was developed,
and the aggregation of spherical particles in the presence of various alkali ions was
monitored. The particle and aggregate diameters were verified with SEM imaging. The
SEM samples were prepared by impaction of the aerosol particles on silicon wafers to
ensure that no additional aggregation due to sample preparation occurred. The
aggregation measurement procedures used in the ES-SMPS experiments are described
in section 4.2. Reversible aggregation was observed for this system and the aggregate
disintegration was monitored; these results are summarized in section 4.2.2. The ion
adsorption sequence at these silica surfaces was determined and a clear ion specific
effect on the aggregate disintegration rate was observed. These effects will be discussed
conjointly with the ion specific effects observed in Paper III, see below.
To ascertain that the aggregates observed in the diluted samples were the actual
aggregates that comprised gel networks of the unperturbed gels, the ES-SMPS
measurements were compared with a non-invasive method (Papers II and III). In situ
SAXS measurements were performed on the undiluted dispersion/electrolyte reaction
mixtures. The results concerning the size of the aggregates in the diluted gel samples
and undiluted gel structures are summarised in section 4.2.3.
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The NaCl induced aggregation of silica dispersions with three different initial particle
morphologies was investigated in Paper II. In addition to the dispersion investigated in
Paper I, two dispersions with more polydisperse PSDs, one containing spherical particles
and the other preaggregates of spherical primary particles, were included. It was
observed that the initial particle morphology affected the initial aggregate structures
formed, and this could be linked to the composition of the silica surface. These results
are shown in section 4.3. A suggestion for the gel network structures that could result
from the observed initial aggregates is presented, and compared to existing suggestions
for silica gel networks, in section 4.3.3. In Paper III the aggregation of these three
dispersions in the presence of KCl and K2CO3 was monitored and compared to the
results from Paper II. The change in aerosol mass during the aggregation, and after the
point of gelation (PoG), was used as an indicator for the rate of gel strength increases in
the obtained gels. The ion specific effects observed in Papers I-III, such as aggregate
stability and the rate of the gel strength development, are discussed in section 4.4.

4.1 Initial Particle Morphology
The spraying process itself can cause aggregation if the particle concentration in the
sample liquid is too high (section 3.1.1). Therefore, all samples, pure dispersions as well
as dispersion/electrolyte mixtures, were extensively diluted with ammonium acetate
buffer solution prior to analysis. The final sample concentrations were in the range of
0.0025–0.05 wt% SiO2 depending on the initial particle concentration in the pure
dispersions. The size distributions of the pure dispersions investigated in Papers I-III, as
obtained using ES-SMPS, are shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Size distributions of the pure dispersions studied in Papers I-III, fitted distributions
are shown as solid lines (R2 > 0.99).

The Bindzil 40/220 batch used in Paper I was newly produced and it showed a tail
towards smaller particles. A sum of two Gaussians was fitted to the PSD of this
dispersion. A new batch of Bindzil 40/220 was used in Papers II and III, both in the
papers and in this thesis the second batch is referred to as Sol 1. This batch had been
stored for ~3 months prior to the experiments. The ageing of a dispersion shifts the
particle distribution towards larger particles due to Oswald ripening, i.e. the smaller
particles dissolve more easily and the material is redistributed on the larger particles.120
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As a result the tail towards smaller particles disappeared and a single Gaussian was
sufficient to describe the PSD of Sol 1 satisfactorily (R2>0.99). The more polydisperse
dispersions showed distributions with a tail towards larger particles and log Gaussian
distributions were fitted to these PSDs; all fits are shown as solid lines (Figure 7).
In all three papers the size and shape of the silica particles were verified using SEM
imaging. Both wet deposition and vacuum particle impaction were used in the sample
preparation. It was shown that both batches of Bindzil 40/220 consisted of spherical
particles with a narrow size distribution. To differentiate this dispersion from the other
more polydisperse systems it will be referred to as monodisperse in this thesis.
Furthermore, it was shown that Sol 2 consisted of polydisperse spherical particles and
Sol 3 of preaggregated particles; in the thesis the initial particles of Sol 3 will be referred
to as preaggregates. The preaggregates were comprised of nearly monodisperse spherical
primary particles; overall the preaggregates displayed a polydisperse PSD. A schematic
illustration of the particles is given in Figure 8. The shapes of the preaggregated
particles (c) ranged from nearly spherical clusters to elongated chains. In the data
analysis, they were modelled as prolate ellipsoids, the volume of which is given by Eq.
12.

Figure 8. A schematic picture of (a) Sol 1/Bindzil 40/220, (b) Sol 2, and (c) Sol 3. The gel layer is
depicted as the light gray circles surrounding the particles.

In Paper II, the pure undiluted dispersions were evaluated using SAXS. For the
spherical particle systems the hard sphere model, modified to allow for particle
polydispersity, was fitted to the scattering curves; for the preaggregated sample the
ellipsoidal hard sphere model was used. From these fits two parameters, the particle
diameter D1 and the hard sphere diameter HS, were obtained for the spherical model;
whereas three parameters, the particle diameters (D1 and D2) and the hard sphere
diameter, were obtained for the ellipsoidal model. The D1 and D2 values corresponds to
the physical diameters of the scattering entity, whereas the HS diameters represent the
closest distance of approach between two particles in the dispersion. The latter diameter
incorporates all features that affect the particle interactions, such as the electrostatic
interaction, steric repulsion due to the gel layer, and any possible hydration of the
surfaces.
The mean diameters obtained for the pure dispersions with the various methods are
summarized in Table 1. All diameters obtained from SEM are arithmetic mean
diameters, while the values listed in Paper II for log Gaussian dispersions are the peak
diameters of the distributions. To facilitate a correct comparison, the values listed in
Table 1 for the dispersions that displayed log Gaussian distributions are arithmetic
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mean diameters calculated according to Eq. 5. It can be seen that the dm-values
measured for the dispersions containing spherical particles corresponded well to the
physical diameters of the particles, dp. This is expected since the mobility diameter of a
spherical particle can be related to dp according to Eq. 9. Unfortunately, due to a slight
overpressure in the DMA, the mobility diameters originally reported in Papers II and III
were ~10% larger compared to the actual physical diameters. The corrected values are
shown in parenthesis in Table 1.
Table 1. The particle mean diameters obtained for the pure dispersions.
ES-SMPS
Sample

SAXS

SEMb

dm [nm]

D1/D2 [nm]

HS [nm]

dp [nm]

25.4

n/ma

n/m

25.7

Sol 1

27.4 (24.7)c

15.8

24.8

26

Sol 2

32.0 (28.8)

22.4

26.6

30

Sol 3 Dec

23.6 (21.3)

5.8/22.4

14.0

16/34

Sol 3 July

23.6 (21.2)

6.4/22.4

14.6

n/m

Bindzil 40/220

a) Not measured.
b) SEM images were re-evaluated using the software Scanning Probe Image Processor.
c) Values in parenthesis are compensated for the overpressure in the DMA.

The mobility diameter of the non-spherical particles is related to the volume equivalent
diameter (dve) of the particle (section 3.1.2). The dve of Sol 3 Dec, as calculated from the a
and b values measured by SEM imaging, is equal to 21 nm. It can be seen that the
mobility diameter of the particles, corrected for the pressure difference, was close to the
volume equivalent diameter. Therefore, it was concluded that for these systems it was
not necessary to perform the corrections indicated by Eq. 11.
The obtained hard sphere diameters, which correspond to effective interaction
diameters, were also comparable with the obtained dp-values. The D1/D2 diameters,
however, did not correspond to any other diameters obtained. This difference was
explained by the presence of a gel layer on the silica particle surfaces. A gel layer would
most likely have a lower density compared to the core particles. Hence, the scattering
contrast of the layer is lower, and the gel layers were, therefore, not detected as part of
the scattering particle. However, it was concluded that the gel layer contributed
significantly to the particle interaction, because the HS diameters were so close to the
physical diameters of the particles. This means that the diameters obtained from SAXS
(D1/D2 and HS) corresponded to the core and full particle diameters, respectively, and it
was suggested that the extension of the gel layer could be estimated as the difference
between the two diameters. In Figure 8 the gel layers are depicted schematically as light
grey circles. The gel layer thickness observed for the three dispersions will be discussed
further in section 4.1.2, and compared to the results obtained in paper IV for the fourth
dispersion.
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4.1.1 Particle Dissolution
The total silica concentrations in the dilute samples were below the solubility of silica in
water.121 To ascertain that particle dissolution would not affect the aggregation
measurements the dissolution of the pure particles was monitored. The size distribution
of a pure Bindzil 40/220 sample (0.0025 wt% SiO2) was monitored for approximately 2
months; the diluted samples were stored at room temperature in between analysis. In
Figure 9 the size distributions immediately after dilution and two months storage are
shown (left panel). As the particles dissolve, the concentration of non-volatile silicate
species in the solution increases. When the concentration of dissolved silica species has
increased sufficiently, evaporation residues in a detectable size range were formed in the
spraying process. These can be seen clearly as a small peak around 6 nm in the PSD of
the stored sample.

Figure 9. Left panel: The change in the size distribution of pure Bindzil 40/220 during dissolution.
Right panel: The corresponding decrease in particle mean diameter during dissolution. The inset shows the
decrease during the first 24 hours; the arrows indicate the diameters used to measure the gel layer thickness.

As previously mentioned, a sum of two Gaussian distributions was fitted to the initial
distributions of Bindzil 40/220, and when evaporation residues appeared an additional
Gaussian was used to account for the third peak. The size of a residue depends on the
concentration of non-volatile species in the solution (section 3.1.1). The fact that the size
of the residues, once they appeared, remained constant throughout the experiment
indicates that a constant concentration of dissolved silica species was attained
approximately 2 weeks after dilution. The decrease of the mean particle diameters in the
dilute samples is shown in Figure 9 (right panel). The inset shows the change of the
mean diameter during the first 24 hours, and it can be seen that the particle diameter
remained almost unaffected by the dilution during this time. Hence, it was concluded
that the effect of particle dissolution could be neglected provided that the samples were
run within a day after dilution.
Initially, when the concentration of dissolved silica species was low, the particles
dissolved rapidly. As the dissolution proceeded, the dissolution rate decreased and the
mean diameter values reached a plateau. The observed dissolution profile is consistent
with results reported in the literature.122,123 As shown in Figure 9, the mean particle
diameter showed a linear initial decrease with time after dilution. A straight line was
fitted to the data points corresponding to the initial decrease (solid black line), and the
initial dissolution rate was calculated according to Eq. 5 in Paper I. The obtained rate
constant was on the order of 10-10 mol m-2s-1, which is somewhat low compared to those
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reported in the literature.80,123 This is understandable since the experiments presented
here were performed at a lower pH (pH 8) and ammonia is known to stabilize the silica
surface, thereby reducing the dissolution rate.7 The observed change in the dissolution
rate was attributed to the dissolution of two distinctly different silica phases. Initially,
the less polymerised gel layers surrounding the particles dissolved at a relatively high
rate. When the gel layers were consumed, the denser particle cores started to dissolve at
a slower rate.

4.1.2 Estimated Gel Layer Thickness
The clear distinction of two dissolution regions observed in Paper I indicated that a gel
layer was situated at the particle surfaces; this was further supported by the results
obtained in Paper II from the SAXS measurements. The existence of a gel layer on the
surfaces of silica particles has been suggested by a number of authors.79,80,122,123
Nevertheless, only a few attempts have been made to estimate the thickness of these
layers for various types of silica; for instance, Vigil et al. observed a ~1 nm thick gel
layer present at the surface of amorphous silica films.14 Assuming that the gel layer
thickness corresponds to the region displaying fast dissolution, the results from the
Bindzil 40/220 dissolution profile (Paper I) suggests that the gel layer was approximately
2 nm thick. However, if the thickness is estimated as the difference between the initial
particle diameter and the attained plateau diameter, the gel layer thickness obtained in
Paper I was 4.4 nm. These three diameter reference points are indicted by arrows in
Figure 9.
In Paper II the gel layer thickness was estimated as the difference between the HS
diameters and the D1/D2 values. For Sols 1 and 2 the obtained gel layer thickness was
4.5 and 2.1 nm, respectively. Assuming that the HS diameter obtained for Sol 3
corresponded to an average distance of closest approach for the ellipsoids, and that the
side-to-side approach comprised a large part of that average, the HS-values would be a
close approximation of the gel layer extension of the primary particles in the
preaggregates. This gives a gel layer thickness of 4.1 nm for these particles. The ageing
of Sol 3 resulted in larger HS diameters due to Oswald ripening, but the D1-values
increased as well, indicating that the inner parts of the gel layer were further
polymerized, thereby increasing the size of the core particle. Hence, the thickness of the
gel layers was almost equal for the two batches of Sol 3. Furthermore, it was concluded
that the gel layer remained intact during the transfer from the liquid phase to the gas
phase, and that the ES-SMPS method enabled measurement of the physical diameter of
the silica particles.
The presence of a gel layer on the silica surfaces will strongly affect the aggregation of
the particles, as will be shown in the following sections. Moreover, it affects the
diameters obtained with different methods depending on the capacity of each method to
observe the gel layer. In Paper IV a comparative analysis of the PSD of a forth silica
dispersion (Bindzil 40/130) was performed using ES-SMPS and DLS as well as SEM and
TEM imaging. This dispersion consisted of spherical particles with a narrow size
distribution, and was manufactured in a similar way as Bindzil 40/220. However, the
dispersion displayed a larger mean diameter and a lower specific surface area, and was
with respect to those parameters more comparable to Sol 2.
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Figure 10. The size distribution of Bindzil 40/130 investigated in Paper IV (sample A), fitted Gaussian
distributions are shown as solid lines. The SEM distribution has been added to the ES-SMPS plot to facilitate
comparison of the distributions. The TEM and SEM size distributions are based on 1004 and 2624 measured
particles, respectively.

The number size distributions, as obtained using SEM, TEM and ES-SMPS, of Bindzil
40/130 are shown in Figure 10. The size distributions showed a main peak centred at
~36 nm in the case of the SEM and ES-SMPS measurements, and for the TEM
measurement at 32 nm. A Gaussian distribution could be fitted to the main peak, but the
distribution showed a tail toward smaller particles that could not be accounted for by the
fit. Therefore, the arithmetic mean diameters of these distributions were calculated
according to Eq. 5. From the DLS measurements a harmonic Z-average diameter based
on the particle self diffusion was obtained; dZharmonic values for the number size
distributions were calculated according to Eq. 15 to enable comparison with the DLS
result. The measured and calculated diameters are listed in Table 2.
Table 2. The calculated mean and dZharmonic diameters of Bindzil 40/130.
Method

dmean [nm]

dcalculated Z-ave [nm]

dmeasured Z-ave [nm]

34 ± 0.4

39 ± 0.3

−

SEM (n=1)

35

40

−

TEM (n=1)

32

35

−

DLS (n=14)

−

−

37 ± 0.6

ES-SMPS (n=12)

It can be seen that the mean diameter obtained by TEM was approximately 3 nm
smaller compared to the mean diameters obtained by ES-SMPS and SEM. The results of
the two latter methods agree remarkably well, which is in agreement with the results
from Papers I and II. The accuracy of magnification in the SEM and TEM
instrumentation was confirmed by measuring a few identical particles in both
microscopes (Figure S1 and S2 in the SI of Paper IV). Furthermore, no differences in the
size population of the aggregates as compared to the free particles could be detected.
Therefore, it is likely that the differences in mean diameter between the two EM
methods were due to the sample preparation. However, the exact source of the
discrepancy has to be further evaluated in a future study.
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The results presented by Tadros and Lyklema indicate that the gel layer is fully
penetrable to (at least) the least hydrated ions.74 Further, Vigil and co-workers
suggested that the addition of electrolyte should compress the gel layer owing to the
screening of the charges in the layer and on the particle surface.14 In Paper II it was
shown that the extension of the gel layer, as well as the diameter of the core particles,
decreased upon electrolyte addition. This result further supports the notion that the gel
layers are fully penetrable to ions, even to the more strongly hydrated ions as the
decrease of the core diameter was observed for sodium ions. If ions can pass freely
through the layer it should be possible for water to flow through the layer at a reduced
speed. This should decrease the particle diameter observed using DLS as compared to
the full physical diameter measured with ES-SMPS.118
In Table 2, it can be seen that the Z-average diameters calculated from the PSDs
obtained by ES-SMPS and SEM (the dry diameters) were slightly larger than the
hydrated Z-average diameter measured by DLS. A unpaired t-test confirmed that the
difference between the calculated and measured Z-average diameters was statistically
significant (p < 0.0001). In Paper IV it was shown that the gel layer thickness could be
approximated from the ratio of the measured and calculated z-averages following the
results of Masliyah et al.118 For the Bindzil 40/130 dispersion a gel layer thickness of ~1
nm was obtained.
Overall, it has been shown that the properties of the gel layer will influence the results
obtained in both diffusion related techniques such as DLS, and techniques where the
contrast depends on material density such as SAXS.

4.2 Aggregation Measurements
Addition of a sufficient amount of electrolyte to a concentrated silica dispersion results in
a destabilization of the system, due to the decrease of the electrostatic repulsion, which
leads to particle aggregation. The aggregation proceeds until the system has formed one
single aggregate, or a continuous network of aggregates, that spans the entire volume.81
The resulting solid-like structure is called a gel, and the time after electrolyte addition at
which the system solidifies is referred to as the point of gelation (PoG).
In Paper I, a procedure for the ES-SMPS measurements of slow silica aggregation was
developed. To obtain comparable conditions in the different dispersion/electrolyte
mixtures, the bulk electrolyte concentrations were adjusted to match a specific PoG. In
Paper I, the PoG was set to 60 minutes, while in Papers II and III it was set to 40 min
and the measurements were continued to approximately 60 min after electrolyte
addition in order to monitor the increase of the gel strength. The PoG was determined
visually as described in the papers. All experiments were performed at constant
temperature (20 °C), and the salt solutions were of sufficiently low concentrations and
were added under good agitation so as to not cause local precipitation.
The idea was to maintain a reasonably constant effective surface potential in the
presence of various counterions (Li+, Na+, K+, Rb+, and Cs+). This should lead to
comparable energy barriers, because these are strongly influenced by the electrostatic
repulsion, and thereby similar particle contact times in the various mixtures. In Paper I,
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the particle electrophoretic mobilities were shown to be comparable or equal in the
presence of the various counterions. For a given dispersion, this will yield consistent gel
formation kinetics and most likely a consistent gel structure, regardless of the choice of
counterion (cf. measurements at the CCC). The gel structures formed from dispersions
with various initial morphologies are most likely not similar. Nevertheless, the approach
enables comparative investigations of systems with diverse initial morphology because
all gel networks have evolved within an equivalent time-span. A suggestion for the
structure of the gel networks formed will be discussed in section 4.3.3.

4.2.1 Particle Size Distributions in Aggregating Silica Dispersions
The ES-SMPS technique enables differentiation of unaggregated particles and
aggregates, because all particles are weighted equally and the unaggregated particles
will not be masked by the presence of aggregates. This means that, as the aggregation
progresses, bimodal or multimodal size distributions may be observed since the total
particle population will be a combination of aggregates and unaggregated particles. The
size distribution variation typically observed during silica aggregation is exemplified in
Figure 11. Bimodal size distributions were observed during the aggregation sequence for
all dispersion/electrolyte mixtures investigated in Papers I-III. The aggregates in the
solid gels were also analysed using ES-SMPS; samples of the gels were extracted and
diluted prior to analysis, in the text these samples are referred to as gel samples. For
example, in Figure 11 the PoG occurred at 43 min and the samples taken at 47, 53, and
57 min are gel samples. Only the aggregates and primary particles detachable from the
gel network could be analysed in the these samples.

Figure 11. The size distribution variation during NaCl induced aggregation of Sol 1 investigated in Paper II, fits
are shown as solid lines.

Occasionally, unimodal size distributions were obtained for the gel samples of the
dispersions that formed the more stable gel structures. The gel stability will be further
discussed in section 4.4.2. The size distributions were normalized according to the
procedure described in Paper I; hence, a fraction of the total number of particles (FTP)
was obtained for each size bin and the area under each distribution was equal to 1. To
enable analysis of the PSDs acquired during aggregation, sums of two or more
theoretical distributions were fitted to the data sets. The theoretical distribution, or
distributions in the case of Bindzil 40/220, that best described the PSD of the pure
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dispersions (section 4.1), was combined with a Gaussian to account for the aggregate
formation, e.g. in Figure 11 a sum of two Gaussians was fitted to the size distributions
(shown as solid lines in the figure).

4.2.2 Aggregate Disintegration
Preliminary aggregation experiments indicated that the aggregates started to
disintegrate rapidly once the samples had been diluted. Therefore, a set of experiments
were performed to determine the time-frame in which reliable measurements of the
diluted samples could be made. In Paper I, the stability of the silica aggregates was
monitored as a function of time after dilution. The decrease in aggregate mean diameter
upon dilution is shown in Figure 12.

Figure 12. Decrease in mean aggregate volume after dilution for the Bindzil 40/220 aggregates
investigated in Paper I. The aggregation was initiated by addition of alkali ions as indicated by
the legend. The dashed line equals the volume of an unaggregated particle.

The most important result obtained in these measurements was that the aggregation
was, at least initially, completely reversible. Consequently, it was crucial to analyse all
samples of the aggregation mixtures immediately after dilution in order to obtain a true
representation of the aggregates present in the gelling suspension. The analysis time for
each sample was ~10 min. Thus, for a specific dispersion/electrolyte reaction mixture,
multiple aggregation experiments were performed. Size distributions were measured at
different points during each aggregation run. These results were then compiled to give a
complete picture of the overall aggregation process. Furthermore, it was concluded that
the aggregate disintegration could be separated from dissolution, since these two
processes occurred on vastly different time-scales (cf. the initial particle dissolution
shown in the inset in Figure 9, right panel).
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4.2.3 Aggregate Diameters in the Undiluted Systems
Despite the fact that all ES-SMPS measurements were performed as soon as possible
after dilution, a short time delay associated with sample loading could not be avoided.
Thus, it could be questioned whether the observed aggregates actually were the
aggregate structures that comprised the network of the unperturbed gels, or where the
result of an immeasurably rapid disintegration of even larger aggregates. Furthermore,
the bimodal size distributions observed for all systems could either be due to the
presence of unaggregated particles in the gel structures, or caused by a rapid aggregate
disintegration. Therefore, in order to elucidate the composition of the unperturbed
mixtures with respect to aggregate sizes, the ES-SMPS measurements were compared
with in situ SAXS which is a non-destructive method (Papers II and III). Here “nondestructive” refers to the fact that the SAXS measurements were preformed on undiluted
mixtures, thus, no aggregate disintegration due to dilution could occur.
The mean aggregate diameters observed in the SAXS and ES-SMPS measurements at
the PoG and of the last gel samples are listed in Table 3 (SAXS analysis procedures
described in section 4.1). The aggregation was initiated with NaCl. For the dispersions
with spherical initial particle morphology, the sizes of the aggregates in the unperturbed
gels were close to the aggregate diameters obtained using the ES-SMPS method. Thus, it
was shown that the aggregates observed using ES-SMPS were the aggregates that
comprised the building blocks of the gel network, as was originally suggested in Paper I.
Therefore, it was concluded in Paper II that the results, obtained using the ES-SMPS
analysis procedure, were true representations of the aggregates present in the gel
structures.
Table 3. The aggregate mean diameters in the gel samples of the NaCl reaction mixtures.
ES-SMPS

SAXS

Sample

dm [nm]

D1/D2a [nm]

HS diameter [nm]

Sol 1PoG

51.8 (46.6)b

50.2

23.8

Sol 1final

54.7 (49.2)

50.4

23.8

Sol 2PoG

66.7 (60.0)

58.4

29.6

Sol 2final

68.0 (61.2)

62.8

30.4

Sol 3 DecPoG

46.1 (41.5)

5.4/91.2

13.2

Sol 3 Decfinal

38.5 (34.7)

5.4/108

17.6

Sol 3 JulyPoG

47.1 (42.4)

5.6/86.8

10.5

Sol 3 Julyfinal

36.2 (32.6)

5.6/93.5

13.2

a) D1/D2 refers to samples were the ellipsoidal hard sphere model was used. Where only D1 is
listed, the hard sphere model was used.
b) Values in parenthesis are compensated for the overpressure in the DMA.

In Paper II, it was also shown that the aggregates observed in the diluted samples
throughout the aggregation were approximately equal to the mean aggregates observed
in the in situ measurements. Only the relative amount of aggregates was higher for the
undiluted gels, and it was concluded that the ES-SMPS method monitors the formation
of stable aggregates. In the case of Sol 1 it can be seen that the stability of the
aggregates increased slightly from the PoG to the final sample, since the mean aggregate
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diameter in the diluted samples increased (Table 3). The aggregate and gel stabilities
will be further discussed in section 4.4. During the aggregation there was almost no
change in the shape or intensity of the curve at higher q (q > 0.4 nm-1) and the small
second order peak seen at q = 0.5 nm-1 persisted throughout the gelation. This peak was
related to the form factor of the primary particles, which suggests that some of the
primary particles remain intact all through the aggregation process, which is in line with
the previous observations of Zackrisson et al.124
Concerning the Sol 3 batches, the calculated dve-values of the ellipsoidal aggregates at
the PoG were equal to 25 and 21 for Sol 3 Dec and Sol 3 July, respectively. These values
were calculated using the HS diameters as the equatorial diameter of the ellipsoids,
because it was shown in Paper II that these diameters gave a better representation of
the preaggregates in comparison to the SEM images. The dve-values calculated from the
SAXS diameters are far from the obtained mobility diameters. For these elongated
aggregates the shape factor could influence the measurements, however, even if the
shape factor is included according to Eq. 11 the calculated diameters (36 and 32 nm) are
smaller than the measured dm-values. Therefore, it was concluded that, although the
SAXS measurements gave a reasonably good estimates of the polar diameters, the
equatorial diameters of the aggregates were underestimated. The shape of the
aggregates formed in Sol 3 will be discussed further in section 4.3.2.

4.3 Aggregate Formation
The mobility diameter (dm) measured in the ES-SMPS experiments equals the physical
diameter of the particles provided that the particles are spherical. For all other particle
shapes, the measured dm can be related to the volume equivalent diameter, dve, (section
3.1.2). In Papers II-III this feature was exploited to determine the shape of the initial
aggregates: a clear sequential increase of the fraction of total number of particles (FTP)
in the size intervals 0-30, 30-40, 40-50, and 50-300 nm was observed for Sol 1. The
change of the FTP in these four intervals, observed during the aggregation presented in
Figure 11, is shown in Figure 13.

Figure 13. The change in fraction of the total number of particles during the NaCl initiated
aggregation of Sol 1 investigated in Paper II.
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The dve of the most probable initial aggregate structures was calculated and compared to
the initial changes of the FTP in the four large size intervals. This way, the sequential
aggregate formation could be followed and compared for the different initial particle
morphologies, this will be explained further in sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2. The four size
intervals identified for Sol 1 were also used in the analysis of Sols 2 and 3, to compare
the aggregation processes in the polydisperse systems with that of the monodisperse
system. The measured mobility diameters were directly compared to the calculated dvevalues, without including the corrections for particle slip and the dynamic shape factor
(section 3.1.2), because the results obtained for the preaggregated particles indicated
that in these measurements the dve was approximately equal to the mobility diameter
(section 4.1). In this analysis the mobility diameters have not been corrected for the
pressure difference in the DMA, since relative differences were used and the conclusions
drawn therefore remain unchanged.

4.3.1 Monodisperse Spherical Particles
The first aggregation step for these particles is the formation of a dimer consisting of two
primary particles with a diameter equal or close to the peak diameter of the PSD of the
pure dispersion. This step is followed by the addition of a single mean diameter particle
to form a trimer. The addition of the third particle can occur at the side of the dimer, at
the end of the chain, and at any points in between the two extremes. When a sufficient
amount of dimers and trimers have been formed, these will start to aggregate with each
other as well as with other unaggregated particles. In Paper I, the shapes of the
aggregates were determined using SEM imaging; the SEM samples were prepared by
impaction of the sprayed aggregates on silicon wafers, which ensures that no additional
aggregation occurred during the sample preparation. It was shown that the largest
aggregates consisted of compact nearly spherical clusters of primary particles.
The aggregate shapes observed in Paper I were used as models for the dve calculations in
Paper II. The aggregate structures, composed of 27 nm monomers, resulting from the
described sequential build-up, and the corresponding volume equivalent diameters, are
depicted schematically in Figure 14.

Figure 14. Possible initial aggregate structures in the monodisperse system with the
corresponding calculated volume equivalent diameters.
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The calculated dve-values were compared to the changes in the FTP during the
aggregation of the monodisperse dispersion (Figure 13). It was found that the increase in
the 30-40 nm size range, observed in the early stages for the NaCl induced aggregation
of Sol 1, could be explained by the formation of dimers. The increase in the 40-50 nm
range was consistent with the formation of trimers, because the size of the trimers most
likely ranged in between the two extremes shown in Figure 14. Thus, it was concluded
that the dimer formation was followed by the formation of trimers. Moreover, it was
shown that the addition of the third particle was equally probable in all directions, as
the mean aggregate diameter obtained by SAXS corresponded to a two and a half
particle long ellipsoid (Paper II).
Depending on the packing of the particles in the aggregates the size of the aggregates
containing more than three particles can vary greatly. However, the volume equivalent
diameter of an agglomerate consisting of two of the large aggregates (the multimers) in
Figure 14 was ~90 nm, while a linear agglomerate of three large aggregates was ~100
nm. Therefore, it was concluded that the aerosol particles observed in the 50-300 nm size
range were aggregates of similar structure as those depicted in Figure 14, because the
largest contribution to the FTP in the 50-300 nm range was given by aggregates smaller
than 80 nm (Figure 11). The spherical shape of the aggregates was further supported by
the fact that a spherical form factor could be fitted to the scattering patterns obtained
from SAXS (Paper II).

4.3.2 Polydisperse Spherical and non‐Spherical Particles
The change in FTP for Sols 2 and 3 in the presence of NaCl is shown in Figure 15. In the
case of Sol 2, the FTP in the size range 0-30 nm started to decrease immediately after
electrolyte addition, whereas the FTP in the 30-40 nm range remained constant for a
short while before the decrease set in. Initially, a small increase in the 40-50 nm range
was observed; as the aggregation progressed aggregate structures contributing to this
size interval were formed and consumed at similar rates, wherefore the FTP in the 40-50
nm range remained constant. Furthermore, a rapid increase in the 50-300 nm range was
observed immediately after electrolyte addition. During the aggregation the FTP in this
size range continued to increase linearly, after the PoG a constant value was attained.

Figure 15. The change in fraction of total number of particles during the NaCl initiated
aggregation of Sols 2 and 3 Dec investigated in Paper II. The legend applies to both panels.
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A set of possible initial dimers with different sizes arise for Sol 2 owing to the fact that
the initial particle population was polydisperse. A schematic of the possible dimer
combinations, along with the calculated dve-values, are shown in Figure 16. The
immediate increase in the 50-300 nm range is noteworthy as it can be seen in Figure 16
that a dimer of this size solely can be formed by combining two of the largest particles. In
combination with the rapid decrease of particles in the smallest size range, this led to
the conclusion that the aggregates initially formed in this dispersion rapidly reached the
sizes of trimers or larger. Furthermore, at no point during the aggregation of Sol 2 could
a ellipsoidal form factor be fitted to the scattering patterns (cf. Sol 1, for which an
ellipsoidal form factor could be fitted to the intermediate scattering patterns, see Table 5
in Paper II), which indicated that spherical aggregates were formed from the start.

Figure 16. Possible dimer combinations for the polydisperse spherical system (Sol 2) with the
corresponding calculated volume equivalent diameters.

The change in the FTP in the four size intervals during NaCl induced aggregation of Sol
3 Dec is shown in Figure 15; a comparable result was obtained for Sol 3 July (Figure 5d
in Paper II). As in the case of the other dispersions, the FTP in the size range 0-30 nm
started to decrease right after electrolyte addition. Also, it can be seen that the FTP in
the larger size intervals increased slowly, while the FTP in the 30-40 nm interval
remained almost constant throughout the aggregation. This implies that the aggregates
in this size range were formed and consumed at comparable rates. After the PoG an
increase of the FTP in the small size range, coupled with decreases in the other size
ranges, was observed. This is connected to the increase of the gel stability and will be
further discussed in section 4.4.2.
In the case of the preaggregated dispersions (Sol 3 Dec and Sol 3 July), it is not easy to
make reasonable assumptions concerning the initial aggregate structures. The
preaggregates displayed a range of shapes from straight chains to more compact clusters
and any of these shapes can be combined to form the initial aggregates. The mean
preaggregate diameter was calculated from SEM images; the preaggregates were
modelled as ellipsoid spheroids and equatorial and polar diameters of 16 and 34 nm,
respectively, were obtained. This corresponds to a dve of 21 nm. It could also be concluded
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that the average preaggregate consisted of ~4 spherical primary particles with diameters
ranging from 10 to 15 nm. Furthermore, an ellipsoidal form factor could be fitted to the
scattering patterns obtained throughout the aggregation sequences of these dispersions,
indicating that the preaggregates preferentially formed elongated aggregates. Based on
these observations, a tentative suggestion for the aggregate structures initially formed in
these dispersions is schematically depicted in Figure 17.

Figure 17. Possible initial aggregate combinations for the preaggregated system with the
corresponding calculated volume equivalent diameters.

As is shown in Figure 17, aggregate structures consisting of 2-3 preaggregates can have
quite low dve-values, owing to their elongated shape. More spherical aggregates,
containing an equal amount of primary particles, will appear much larger due to their
low mobilities. It can be seen that a number of preaggregate combinations, as well as
combinations where small preaggregates adhere to newly formed aggregates, results in
an aggregate in the 30-40 nm size range. This explains why the FTP in this size interval
remained constant throughout the aggregation.

4.3.3 Aggregate Structures and the Resulting Gel Networks
The alternative formation of spherical or elongated aggregates was explained by
differences in the surface properties of the particles. In Paper II it was shown that the
decrease of the extension of the gel layer after electrolyte addition was most pronounced
in the preaggregated dispersions (Sol 3). It was concluded that the gel layers of these
dispersions were less cross-linked and therefore more flexible. This indicates that these
layers contained a larger number of free silanol groups. Furthermore, the large
contraction of the gel layers decreases the steric repulsion, which facilitates a faster
aggregation. Sol 1 displayed a less flexible gel layer, and both Sols 1 and 2 had distinctly
lower surface areas as compared to Sol 3. Thus, the gel layers of these particles were
more polymerised, and therefore, contained fewer free silanol groups.
As was first explained by Usher, particles with an overall repulsive interaction should
preferentially build elongated aggregates owing to the fact that the total repulsion is
lower for the end-to-end addition of a particle to a chain;125 but to maintain such a
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structure, the aggregates have to be stabilized by rigid interparticle bonds.20,126 The silica
aggregates are thought to be stabilized by the formation of siloxane bonds (section 2.4.2).
However, the silica surface is dynamic and siloxane bonds at the surface may be broken
and reformed.15,87 This allows for particle rearrangements in the aggregates to attain
energetically more favourable structures (at least while the system is mobile). Recently,
it has been shown that long-range electrostatic repulsion combined with a short-range
attraction results in the formation of small equilibrium clusters.20,21
For the preaggregated dispersion, the elongated aggregate structures could be
maintained because a sufficient number of interparticle bonds could be formed rapidly
upon particle contact. The elongated structure of the aggregates suggests that less
compact gel networks were formed,126 which could lead to more cross-linked gels. On the
contrary, the low number of free silanol groups in Sols 1 and 2 resulted in a slower
formation of stable aggregates, because bonds within the gel layer of one particle had to
be broken and reformed with the gel layers of the other particles in order to stabilize the
aggregate. Consequently, these aggregates could rearrange to attain their equilibrium
structures, which were observed in the measurements as spherical aggregates of a
specific size. Further, the formation of large spherical aggregates, that were observed
early in the aggregation process of Sol 2, is consistent with an aggregation proceeding
with the addition of single particles to a growing floc.126
The observed aggregate structures contradict the gelation mechanism as proposed by
Iler, where the particles are linked together in branched chains to form the gel network. 7
Rather, the network can be envisioned to arise from the agglomeration of the aggregates
presented in Paper II. Hence, it consists of two distinctly different structures, the more
compact aggregates and the loosely associated agglomerates, and is therefore not a selfsimilar structure at the whole length scale. The proposed structure is in agreement with
the results obtained from simulations,20 as well as experimental studies on model
colloidal systems,6,21 and dilute silica dispersions.127 As suggested by Iler, compact
aggregates should settle because they are more concentrated with respect to particles as
compared to the original dispersion.7 However, Zackrisson et al.128 showed that gels,
produced from silica dispersions similar to those investigated here, were homogeneous
and no sedimentation of the aggregates was observed. This can be explained by the
reversible aggregation process suggested here; the aggregates break and reform several
times prior to the PoG and only once a sufficient amount of stable aggregates has formed
will the gelation occur.

4.4 Ion Specific Effects
Strongly adsorbed ions screen the surface charge more effectively.50 Therefore, a lower
bulk electrolyte concentration is needed to screen the surface to a certain extent. In
Papers I-III this was exploited to determine the adsorption sequence of the ions at the
silica-water interface. The lower the amount of electrolyte required to attain the
predetermined gelation time, the more strongly adsorbed ions. The bulk electrolyte
concentrations in the reaction mixtures are listed in the Papers. The direct Hofmeister
sequence was observed in all experiments, i.e. Cs+ ions adsorbed more strongly as
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compared to Li+ ions. This is in line with previous results obtained for the silica
system.17,72, 129-131 As a result, the aggregation rate, relative to the amount of electrolyte
added, was higher in the presence of structure-breaker ions such as Cs+ or K+, see Papers
I and III. The observed sequence was explained by the combined effects of the
compatibility of the surface and ion water structures, structure-breaker ions
preferentially adsorb on structure-breaker surfaces, and the higher ion-surface
dispersion interaction for the more polarizable ions (section 2.1.1). In Paper III the
hydration of the cations and anions included in the investigation were evaluated using
MC simulations. The strong hydration of the Na+ and CO32- ions previously observed was
confirmed.61

4.4.1 Influence on Aggregate Stability
In paper I the stability of the aggregates in the highly diluted samples was monitored
and it was found that the aggregation was initially fully reversible for all counterions
investigated. Moreover, the rate of the aggregate disintegration in the highly diluted
samples showed a strong counterion dependence. The rate of aggregate disintegration as
a function of ion polarisability is shown in Figure 18. It was found that the more strongly
adsorbed ions, such as Cs+ and Rb+, formed the most stable aggregates. It was concluded
that the IIC interaction stabilized the aggregates formed in the presence of the
structure-breaker ions since these ions can be fully immersed in the water structure of
the silica particles. The ions can adsorb more closely to the surface, whereby the osmotic
pressure between the particles is decreased, and the attractive electrostatic pressure
contribution becomes dominant (section 2.2.1). Ions that adsorb further from the surface
will increase the osmotic pressure between the particles, and the double layer interaction
will be repulsive at all interparticle distances. In Paper I this effect was observed for the
Li+ and Na+ ions as a deviation from the linear increase of the disintegration rate
constant with decreasing ion polarisability (Figure 18).

Figure 18. Initial disintegration rate constants as a function of ion polarisability in water. Error
bars represent the 95% confidence interval for the rate constants.

Effect of bulk electrolyte concentration. In Paper I the aggregation of the monodisperse
dispersion at a longer gelation time was investigated; the PoG was set to 60 minutes
whereas it was set to 40 minutes in Papers II and III. The change of FTP in the four size
intervals for the KCl, NaCl, and CsCl induced aggregations of Bindzil 40/220 is shown in
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Figure 19. These calculations were not part of Paper I, but has been added here to
facilitate a comparison of the aggregate stability at different gel times. It can be seen
that the slower aggregation followed an aggregate build-up similar to that observed for
the aggregation with a 40 minute gelation time, with a sequential increase in the four
large size intervals (section 4.3.1). This suggests that the aggregate formation for the
monodisperse particle system followed the same general trends independently of the
chosen PoG.
Overall, when comparing the 60 and 40 minute PoGs for the NaCl mixtures, the
formation of larger aggregates appeared to be slower and the increase in the 50-300 size
range started halfway through the 60 minute gelation (cf. the 40 minute PoG where they
appeared after approximately 10 min, see Figure 13). Also, the relative amount of
unaggregated particles was higher for the 60 minute gelation. However, it can be seen
that for the 60 minute PoG, stable aggregates were observed progressively earlier in the
aggregation process when going from structure-maker to structure-breaker ions so that
the change in FTP for the Cs+ ion was similar to that observed for the 40 minute PoG in
the presence of NaCl (Figure 13). These results should be compared with those obtained
in Papers II and III for NaCl and KCl, where the change in the FTP was shown to be
independent of the choice of counter ion for all dispersions.

Figure 19. The change of the fraction of total number of particles in the large size intervals for
the KCl, NaCl, and CsCl induced aggregations of Bindzil 40/220 investigated in Paper I. The
legend applies to all panels.
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The ES-SMPS monitored the formation of stable aggregates, and the difference between
the NaCl and CsCl FTP results is due to the fact that the unstable aggregates
disintegrated before the PSD analysis could be performed. The obtained results indicate
that the aggregates formed in the presence of strongly hydrated ions at the lower
aggregation rate were less stable as compared to the aggregates formed in the presence
of the same ions but at a higher aggregation rate. The observed behaviour can be
explained by the fact that the magnitude of the overall IIC interaction is chiefly
influenced by the packing of the ions at the interface.66 When the bulk electrolyte
concentration is lower, as in the 60 minute PoG experiments, the contraction of the
diffuse layer is less pronounced, resulting in an overall higher ion density at the
midplane between two approaching particles. Thus, the interparticle osmotic pressure
drives the particles in the aggregates apart. For the 40 minute PoG, where the bulk
electrolyte concentrations were higher, the diffuse layers of all the ions were more
compressed and the difference between the ions was therefore less obvious. The strong
influence of the ion-surface dispersion interaction on the ion adsorption then becomes
apparent as the stabilizing effect of the IIC interaction in the CsCl case was comparable
to those observed for the NaCl and KCl reaction mixtures with a 40 minute PoG. It
should be noted that as the general aggregate formation was the same in the two cases,
i.e. the aggregation progressed from dimers and trimers to larger more spherical
aggregates, only the relative stability of the aggregates appeared to be affected.

4.4.2 Rate of Gel Stability Increase
The results presented so far show that as the aggregation proceeds, more and more
stable aggregates are formed. The PoG corresponds to the point where a sufficient
amount of stable aggregates connect to form the gel network; after this point, only the
particles and aggregates that are detachable from the gel network can be monitored. As
the stability of the gel network increases, the amount of detachable particles and
aggregates decrease. As long as all particles and aggregates can be transferred, i.e. for
the samples taken before the PoG, the aerosol mass should be constant because particles
in the smaller size intervals are transferred to the larger size intervals. Once the PoG is
reached and the amount of detachable particle and aggregates start to decrease, the
aerosol mass should decrease as well. In paper III the change in aerosol mass during
aggregation was used to measure the rate of gel stability increase.
In Figure 20 the change in aerosol mass during NaCl induced aggregation of Sol 1 is
shown, and it can be seen that a drop-off of the aerosol mass was observed after the PoG.
However, prior to the PoG an increase of the aerosol mass was observed. This occurs
because the aggregates were assumed to be compact particles of the same density as the
primary particles in the mass calculations. In reality the aggregates were less dense and
the aerosol mass was overestimated which results in the observed mass increase. The
increase of the aerosol mass prior to the PoG was used to determine the relative density
of the formed aggregates. It was shown that the structure-maker cations and anions
formed less dense aggregates.
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Figure 20. The change in total aerosol mass during aggregation of Sol 1 in the presence of (■)
NaCl, (○) K2CO3, and (▼) KCl. Vertical lines indicate the points of gelation: NaCl (solid), K2CO3
(dashed), and KCl (dotted). The arrows indicate the start of the aerosol mass drop-off.

Moreover, it was found that the general stability of the gels increased in the following
order: Sol 1 < Sol 2 < Sol 3 Dec ≈ Sol 3 July, as indicated by the relative drop-off in
aerosol mass for each dispersion (Figure 3 in Paper III). The gel stability increase of the
Sol 3 samples was so pronounced that only the preaggregates not incorporated in the gel
structure could be detected after the PoG for these dispersions. For instance, this can be
seen as a decrease of the FTP in the size intervals 30-40, 40-50, and 50-300 nm, coupled
with an increase of the FTP in the 0-30 nm size range (Figure 15).
The start of the drop-off in aerosol mass, in relation to the exact PoG, was used as an
indication of the rate of the strength increase; an early drop-off corresponds to a faster
increase in strength of the gel network. The points where the decrease started are
indicated by arrows in Figure 20. The most important result from Paper III was that the
rate of the gel stability increase decreased according to the direct adsorption sequence
for all the investigated dispersions. This means that the ions that were observed to form
the more stable aggregates also displayed a lower rate for the gel stability increase.
These results may seem surprising at first, but can be explained by a closer examination
of the most important interactions responsible for the aggregate and gel stabilities.
The long-term stability of the gel network, and indeed the aggregates, is provided by the
formation of inter-particle covalent bonds according to Reaction 2. However, the
development of this stabilising effect is slow owing to the fact that the silica surface is
highly dynamic and the siloxane bonds readily break and reform.15,89 Therefore, the
number of inter-particle connections will fluctuate in time. As long as the particles and
aggregates can diffuse freely, their interactions may cause the aggregates to break apart
if the total number of bonds is momentarily lower. On average, this occurs more often for
the aggregates formed in the presence of structure-maker ions, because these aggregates
have a lower IIC interaction combined with a higher internal osmotic pressure. The
additional stability observed for the aggregates formed in the presence of structurebreaker ions originates from the IIC interaction.
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Once the gel network is formed, the particles can no longer diffuse but the inter-particle
covalent bonds continue to develop. As can be seen in Reaction 2, this formation is
facilitated by an acidic environment. It was concluded that the presence of structuremaker ions enhance the siloxane bond formation since the hydration layers of these ions
are more acidic.132,133
The results presented in this thesis show that different interactions are important at the
various stages of the aggregation and gelation processes. This could potentially explain
some of the contradicting results previously obtained for silica, such as the opposing
results observed in rheological measurements by Colic et al.16 and Franks.17
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Chapter 5

Conclusions
5.1 Concluding Remarks
Electrolyte induced aggregation of concentrated colloidal silica dispersions has been
studied using multiple techniques. The initial particle morphology, as well as the
electrolytes, were varied, and the effects of these parameters on the aggregate formation
and the strength of the gel networks was investigated. Within the project, a procedure
for electrospray–scanning mobility particle sizer (ES-SMPS) size distribution
measurements during aggregation was developed, and the obtained results were verified
using a non-destructive method (SAXS) and electron microscopy. The main conclusions
drawn from the investigations can be summarised as follows:
The ES-SMPS method can be used for the analysis of the aggregation process in
concentrated silica dispersions. In situ experiments of the unperturbed silica
gels confirmed that the aggregates observed using the ES-SMPS method were
the aggregates that comprised the building blocks of the gel networks. The
relative amount of aggregates were lower in diluted samples as compared to the
unperturbed gels, thus the method monitors the formation of stable aggregates.
A gel layer consisting of protruding and/or adsorbed silicic acid chains was
identified on the surfaces of silica particles. The properties of these layers affect
the particle diameters obtained with various sizing methods. Methods that rely
on particle density and/or the diffusion of the particles will display smaller
particle diameters owing to the fact that the gel layer is less dense compared to
the core particle and fully permeable to water. It was shown that the silica
particles can be transferred to the gas phase with the gel layer intact using the
ES technique, and the full physical diameter of the silica particles can therefore
be analysed using the ES-SMPS method.
The aggregation of colloidal silica appears to be a dynamic process where the
aggregates may break and reform several times prior to the point of gelation.
The gel layers affect the silica aggregation in different ways. Firstly, the steric
repulsion caused by the layers increase the stability of the dispersions. Secondly,
the degree of polymerisation in the layers influences the interparticle siloxane
bond formation, which affects the long-term stability of the aggregates and gel
structures. Furthermore, the degree of polymerisation of the gel layer seems to
affect the alternative formation of spherical or elongated aggregates, such that
silica particles with a more cross-linked gel layer preferentially form spherical
aggregates. The gel networks formed from the concentrated silica dispersions
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may be envisioned as built-up of agglomerates consisting of smaller, more
compact aggregates.
The direct Hofmeister adsorption sequence was observed for all dispersions
included in the investigations and it was shown that the more strongly adsorbed
ions form the most stable aggregates. The more strongly hydrated ions, the socalled structure-maker ions, that adsorbed further from the silica surface
displayed less stable aggregates due to an increased interparticle osmotic
pressure. The particle and aggregate interactions can cause the aggregates to
break apart since the number of interparticle covalent bonds fluctuate over
time. Once the system is arrested, the effect of the acidic environment
surrounding the strongly hydrated ions on the rate of the siloxane bond
formation becomes apparent. This was observed as an increased rate of gel
strength development in the gels formed in the presence of the strongly
hydrated ions. Thus, the results presented in this thesis indicate that,
depending on the length- and time-scales probed, different observations with
respect to the overall strength of the structures and the ion specificity should be
expected. This is an important finding as it may clarify some of the contradicting
results previously observed for silica dispersions.

5.2 Future Studies
This thesis shows that the ES-SMPS method is a useful tool in the investigation of the
aggregation of concentrated silica dispersions. The method gives valuable information
about the initial formation of stable aggregates, as well as important insights to the gel
transition and gel stability increase of a system. It should be developed further and
implemented in aggregation studies of other colloidal systems. The aggregation of a
system previously shown to obey the DLVO-theory would be of special interest as many
of the features observed here have been attributed to the non-DLVO behaviour of silica.
The methods to measure the thickness of the gel layer on silica particles developed here
should be further tested; for instance, a more thorough investigation of various silica
products should be conducted and the results should be compared to the specific surface
area of the products.
In addition, it would be interesting to continue the investigation of the effects of the
structure-maker ions on the rate of gel stability increase. The measurements of the silica
aggregation in the presence of Li+ and Cs+ ions should be compared to in situ
measurements of the gel strength increase and to the absolute strength of the gels.
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